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Analog clock face app android

A customizable analog clock that can be used as an applet or live wallpaper. If the app stops, please turn off battery saver features or use the live wallpaper version. To add a watch widget:Go to the home screen -&gt; Tap and hold blank space -&gt; Select apps and widgets -&gt; (tap Widgets at the top of the screen) -
&gt; Find, then tap and hold an analog watch widget -&gt; Drag the widget to a preferred location on the home screen. To set the watch as live wallpaper:Go to the home screen -&gt; Tap and hold blank space -&gt; Select Set wallpaper -&gt; Select live wallpapers -&gt; Find and tap Analog Clock -&gt; (Customize watch
by tapping Settings) -&gt; Tap Set Wallpaper. To customize a clock widget or live wallpaper clock:Open the Clock app -&gt; Find the watch you want to customize -&gt; Your changes will be saved automatically when you sign out of the app.- Custom clock styles can now be saved.- Better battery visibility.- Option to tag
watches.- Ads can now be removed.- More fonts. Who wants to take a smartphone out of their pocket that only has a few boring numbers? Do not own devices that run the Android operating system, which are able to change any element of their phone interface. Watch widgets apps are no exception. They're easy to find
in the Google Play app store, but choosing something really worthwhile is pretty difficult. However, we've already done it for you. So, which widgets deserve to show time on your device? The Xperia Digital Clock Widget Xperia Xperia is a minimalist digital watch with a myriad of settings, functionality and applets. The
program is an electronic watch for Connie with an interface painted in the style of Sony Xperia. You can adjust the font color and size, the background (presence, color, and transparency), the display of the date and time. When you bring the app to the desktop, you can choose its size (smaller than 2×1 cells, and larger –
4×2), as well as the information displayed on it. Besides, the date and time, the widget can display brief weather information (touch the widget for detailed forecasting), alarm information and battery drama. You can also set up the widget with all the information you need on your device's lock screen on most devices with
the Android OS version 4.2 or higher. This version of Digital Clock accessed this version of Digital Clock and free Wi-Fi is available. For users who purchase the full version, 9 additional fonts will be available, automatic placement of the device for the most accurate weather forecasting, adjusting the transparency of the
background, as well as a complete lack of advertising. Downloads: 1000000 + Customer Rating: (4.2/ 5) You can also like:7 best watch widget apps with seconds for Android Sense Flip Clock &amp; Weather Sense Flip Clock and weather is a functional widget, fully customizable of digital clock and weather forecast. The
interface and capabilities. The program includes three widget sizes, good animation, several themes, various Displays time, displays alarm and weeks numbers, automatic geolocation, sets the interval for weather updates, and the time zone change notification function. The weather forecast display includes the ability to
configure the following options: local time, humidity, atmospheric pressure, sunrise time, intensity of ultraviolet, etc. The widget displays the current temperature and sets the background according to the time of day and displays more information about the moon's stages. The application works in more than 40 languages.
Downloads: 5000000 + Customer Rating: (4.3/5) Transparent Watch &amp; Weather Transparent Watch and Weather is a multifunctional program for Android, with which you can discover the exact time and weather forecast for the desired day. This tool includes a transparent and comfortable watch with weather data.
The widget has a wide variety of settings, allowing each user to choose their own style and format to display on the desktop of the gadget's screen. The app is available for free, but it has advertising. If you want to disable it, you must purchase a paid version. Like many widgets for Android, this app is multi-jimage. You
can set the display language you want on the menu. The program automatically determines the location and always provides up-to-date weather data, showing local time as well as the exact time of sunrise and sunset. In addition, the widget displays active alerts, calendar events, and other necessary information.
Downloads: 5000000 + Customer Rating: (4.4/5) This watch will be the first watch widget app you find in the app store. It has the largest number of downloads. As a rule, it is used by default on Android smartphones. Some of you will probably be surprised: why install a watch from Google on your phone, as it's already in



use on your phone. In short, this app has some differences with standard watches. The application is divided into an alarm clock, clock, timer, and timer. The formatting of some elements has changed. In the alarm clock, there are slightly more settings. This will allow you to set up to 100 signals. You can add a text
description to any type or repeating state (so as not to forget important meetings or regular matters). Many built-in melodies allow you to choose the type of signal for each flavor. You didn't like it? Then set your favorite song from the audio recordings on your device as a sign. The working-time function will allow you to
keep track of time, as well as view information about previous blues starts - an idly idly available option in fast competitions. Time itself is also made with a stylish design with a circular time scale. The interface itself is made in dark colors. In addition to functionality, clock contains general settings. In particular, with it you
can: change the clock style seconds digital or analog display when viewing time Time on two dialers – at home and roaming or in a given time zone for the alarm clock, there are the following options: autoplay, repeat interval, application volume works on Android Wear. Such watches display time in international format,
date, timer, stopwatch and all other functions of the application in a simple version. A watch widget is available free of charge. It looks good on the home screen of your smartphone and tablet. You can choose a theme for a widget: the dial with arrows or a digital clock. Downloads: 50000000 + Customer Rating: (4.1/5)
DIGI Widget DIGI DIGI Watch DIGI is the simplest and convenient to use watch on Android OS! It can be tailored to the needs of any user. The interface and options. The properties of each widget displayed are very easy to adjust because of the available settings. Just press and hold your finger on the widget icon and
you'll be taken to the options section. At first, you can configure the time. Here you can set the correct time, as well as display seconds (if you need them), the display format (24 hours or 12 hours), etc. You can then adjust the date section. There you will need to decide whether or not to display the date, where to
translate it, and which language to choose. After completing the above options, you can switch to selecting the date and time style. After the basic edit is complete, you can move to the category of the background that will be in harmony with the clock. Main features of digi clock widget app: Set commands per click: Tap
widget to turn on alarm, timer or other utility settings; the ability to switch between date formats; Select a color for numbers; Advanced settings for each section, as well as full customization for your requirements; Alarm clock icon; You can adjust the date in any convenient language; Nearly three dozen font styles to
display the date and time on the screen. Downloads: 5000000 + Customer Rating: (4.5/5) World Watch &amp; Widget Despite such an unpretentious name, this is a very simple widget and its design also does not make the widget widget of art. But its main function is to simultaneously display the current time in different
time zones on the device's home screen. It is very useful for those who need to constantly see the time in different cities ... So as not to call a man when he's already asleep. Downloads: 5000000 + Customer Rating: (4.3/5) Retro Watch Widget it's a simple retro-clock. The application includes three styles of widgets, first
and second are with size 1×2. One shows the time, the other – date. The third type is 2×4 and displays the time with the date. When you click the clock, the alarm clock menu opens, and if you click the date, the calendar begins. To change the style (color, transparency, background) and set startup icons, you'll need to
download an extra for a fee. Then, you can change the of the application. The retro-design of electronic watches attracts many users. The widget looks stylish. It's easy to use and has a beautiful interface. If you like classic digital watches, maybe you choose this particular widget. Downloads: 5000000 + Customer
Rating: (4.2/5) Nixie Watch Widget This watch is made in the style of lamp technology. It's worth noting that they're quite popular now. They'll look pretty organic on the main smartphone screen. The applet displays not only the date and time but also the seconds. You can select the widget size from 1×2 and 1×4. The
owner of Android OS 3.1 or higher can manually set the clock size. A paid version of the program allows you to view additional options on a widget. It can be date, time zone, time and any user text. The watches in the style of antique lamp technology are still popular and will look great on your phone's main screen.
Downloads: 100000 + Customer Rating: (4/5) Luxurious Widgets Fancy Widgets is a nice widget that supports a bunch of features with lots of settings. The main functions of fancy widgets are the weather and the clock. It seems to be nothing supernatural, however, the appearance of this widget can be customized to
any of your preferences, including the most minor details. You can change the time format, weather temperature, geolocation, widget update interval and more – all of this is available in this application. In addition, directly from the application, you can download a theme for your widget from the many options that are
displayed (of course, if you have an active Internet connection). There are many settings, but once spent twenty minutes on it, you can create a really comfortable and beautiful widget. The application has a lot of widgets – for every taste and color. The most compact cell occupies only one virtual cell on the screen, and
the most informative can take an entire tab on the screen at a small resolution. Downloads: 5000000 + Customer Rating: (4.1/5) ClockQ — The ClockQ widget digital clock widget has a large number of settings and is able to view additional data. In parameters, you can select one of 26 font types, customize the color of
each widget element, transparency, shadow, clock and date format, and more. Buying a premium version of the program, the user can change the elements of the widget. You'll have several types of fonts and the ability to view the battery charge you have. If you belong to people who can set the appearance of each
component for hours to achieve their perfect combination, be sure to pay attention to ClockQ. Downloads: 1000000 + Customer Rating: (4.3/5) This widget chronos can be applied to both the desktop and the lock screen, what immediately identifies it among its analogs. In addition to the clock, you can configure the
weather and event view in your calendar. And it can all be customized for you. Now Chronos is completely free on Google Play Store. In the free version, users can select the clock type, customize fonts, and choose the type of icons. The calendar displays upcoming events that the user can customize by changing the
color and text. The key claims that over time, the functionality will be extended. To install Chronos, you need a device with an Android version of at least 4.1.Although this version will only have a widget available for the desktop. But for Android devices 4.2 or higher, full functionality is available, including a widget for the
lock screen. Downloads: 1000000 + Customer Rating: (4.4/5) Night Time The rapid development of clock widgets has become a prerequisite for the development of special applications, optimized for evening and evening work. Among all existing programs, the leader is the night time. The main feature of this program is a
convenient view of the information needed on the screen. As a result, at night, the user will receive data about the time, date, day of the week, and battery charge. Backlighting the information display won't be blind and irritating. You can start the NightClock applet by connecting the device to the charger. This product is
ideal for those who often wake up at night and want to get information in light mode. Downloads: 1000000 + Customer Rating: (4.2/5) One more watch widget and one more watch widget is wonderful, most importantly a very useful application for your smartphone on the Android platform. It consists of more than 60
different bright, colourful widgets that let you know the exact global time, battery level and weather forecast for a day or week. This app is completely free. Don't miss the chance to download one more watch widget – a new app for your smartphone on the Android platform. This is a very useful and convenient program!
Downloads: 500000 + Customer Rating: (4.1 /5) Analog Clock Wallpaper / Widget This amazing analog watch with portable internal mechanism and arrows restores the feel of a real wristwatch. You can choose from their dozens of varieties. All watches are optimized for tablets and smartphones. In the app, there are
also settings for optimizing the widget and wallpaper itself. Analog watch wallpaper/widget can be downloaded for free. Downloads: 1000000 + Customer Rating: (4/5) Digital Watch Widget Digital Watch Widget is a simple small-sized application that offers to install a stylish watch on your smartphone's screen. If the
standard watch is boring, then this plan is for you. The application has wide functionality and a large number of settings. Digital watch widget works on almost all versions of Android. The program is distributed free of charge. The menu configuration can be adjusted in a way that not only adults but also children can use
the app. With this widget, you can make your phone even more lonely. On the program menu, you can change not only the color of Watch but also the font. Downloads: 1000000 + Customer Rating: (4.2/5) This super watch widget is designed specifically for those users who are unhappy with the appearance and
functionality of standard watches on their phones. In addition to the main function – the time display, the application displays other useful information. The Super Clock widget combines calendar, alarm clock, battery indicator, weather data, and the current time zone. Two widget configurations are available: 2×2 and 3×3,
each with personal settings. The day-of-the-week indicator is shown in purple on weekends, and the billing indicator turns red when the level drops below 25%. The graphic design of the free version is limited. You can select light blue or blue topics. Purchasing a paid version of the widget provides access to additional
graphic design, weather forecasting, transparency settings, and other weather icons. There's nothing revolutionary about the super watch app, but high-quality graphic design and thoughtful layout of the elements will surely attract a lot of people who want to change the standard screen appearance of their smartphone.
Downloads: 1000000 + Customer Rating: (4/5) Analog Clock Live Wallpaper-7 Pretty Tired of Standard Wallpaper? If so, then don't worry, because we are happy to introduce you to this application. It totally replaces the standard wallpaper and offers a beautiful watch with a luxurious dial instead. You can always see
quickly how long it is now. There are many settings, including choosing the appearance type (full or gradient). You can also select the clock size, select primary and second colors, icon text. If you want, you can adjust showing the other hand. The Live Wallpaper-7 analog clock works completely without fail, and the
appearance of the application is simply luxurious. If you want to make your smartphone original and useful, download this app for free and make sure it's perfect. Downloads: 1000000 + Customer Rating: (4.1/5) Nice Simple Watch (Widget) Nice Simple Watch (Widget) is a simple customizable watch widget with
minimalist style. You can customize the widget to your liking: color, transparency, text and body size, time and date formats. It's convenient to see the custom clock preview on the setup screen. You can set multiple clock widgets on the home screen, each with its own unique settings. What's important, the widget is
battery-friendly. Downloads: 500000 + Customer Rating: (4.4/5) GO Clock GO Clock: Alarm Clock and Theme is an Android alarm clock that will wake you up at any given moment and will always remind you of important events thanks to the ability to customize your calendar. With the screen shine during the call, you
can call in a new way and never miss important calls, especially if your phone is in quiet mode. Alarm clock in Can be programmed with one touch of the screen. With built-in editing of calendar notifications, you can manage your schedule and various special calendar dates, including birthdays, holidays, and more. Also,
the application allows you to create one of four clock widgets, which includes a digital clock and analog dialing. Clock mode вллре with adjustable brightness and useful flashlight functions will help protect your eyes and restful sleep. Also in the application, there is a popular feature of dynamic wallpaper. Downloads:
1000000 + Customer Rating: (4.6/5) Weather &amp; WeatherWatch and Watch is a colorfully designed, easy-to-manage widget for tablets and smartphones on Android. With this, you can quickly get information about the weather and time where you are. The application allows you to discover the time and detailed
weather data. With it, you can discover the air temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, the hang point and other meteorological parameters not only in your location, but also almost anywhere in the world. The program supports both the portrait and landscape orientation of the mobile device screen. Features: A
view of the current meteorological parameters and forecast for five days allows you to view the parameters of atmospheric pressure and determines the time of sunrise and sunset search by country, city or zip code when you roam, you can disable internet access and the user interface is very simple and intuitive. The
developers presented several options for painting the user interface. The program will appeal to any category of users of Android devices. How do I choose a city to display on a widget? - Just click on the name you want. What's not an hour? – This means that there is currently no weather information in this place due to
problems with the internet or lack of information. You can fix this by selecting a different provider on the Settings menu. Downloads: 5000000 + Customer Rating: (4.4/5) May also like: 19 Best Weather Apps for Simple Weather Android &amp; Widget Watch App Name speaks for itself. The simple but still functional
application allows you to set up a widget for your home screen. You can customize widget parameters such as background color and transparency. There aren't those annoying ads. It's free. Downloads: 1000000 + Customer Rating: (4.5/5) Minimum Clock Watch is a digital watch widget for Android, made in the style of
minimalism. All settings displayed on the minimum clock are typical of such applications. All this: turning off/canceling the 24-hour format and battery icon, date display pattern, displayed text style, presence of frame and so on. Unfortunately, this watch widget for Android has one disadvantage – when adjusting the
appearance of the image there is no dialing, therefore the final version can only be seen Settings complete. Despite the disadvantages mentioned, the minimal watch widget not only has a luxurious and tidy look, but also free of charge. Downloads: 500000 + Customer Rating: (4.2/5) LED Watch Widget LED Widget is a
free version of the LED/LCD digital watch widget. This application stands out in part because of its unique properties: glow, glass, gradient, shadow effects; digital fonts; It can display seconds; Move/scale elements within a widget element. Downloads: 100000 + Customer Rating: (4/5) DVBeep Desert Clock Not all
clocks, surprisingly, support voice function. And in vain, like speech synthesis – the built-in function of Android. In addition, the speech clock has practical significance – you don't have to look at your phone screen whenever you need to know the exact time. DVBeep-speaking clocks can be used immediately after
installation. Everything is set up so you don't have to set special options. A speech clock runs according to the scheduled schedule, and you can also choose the interval at which the sound is heard. Other features of the app: In addition to the watch, there is an alarm clock in DVBeep. Here you can also set different
melodies. If you want, you can set up the watch widget on the main screen of your mobile device. Thanks to the Save Charge function, the speech clock doesn't consume the battery and processes quietly, I'll tell you from time to time. Downloads: 1000000 + Customer Rating: (4.4/5) Seven times seven times – Clock
Size is a beautiful designer watch for your device. Install a comfortable, modern clock widget on your desktop that will be a vital helper thanks to useful features: frequent theme design updates; Optimization for any screen size; Energy saving usage mode; Ability to change the gap between numbers; Change the color
range of wallpaper, font; Add a date to an application; hides the snide in the clock; Transparency and shadow settings. Downloads: 100000 + Customer Rating: (3.8/5) 3D Flip Clock &amp; Weather 3D Flip Clock and Weather is a useful tool for your smartphone displaying clock and weather forecast on main screen. You
can set a digital clock and weather forecast for your region after installation. Functions and interface. The application includes two clock sizes, several skins, different weather forecast icons and guphonettes to display the time. You can also set the alert time and number of the week as desired. The program automatically
determines the location, updating weather conditions, starting at 15 minutes with certain settings for up to 8 hours. The application presents detailed weather forecasts, including sunrise and sunset time, precipitation visibility, wind power, current temperature, and time of the latest update. The application supports more
than 30 languages. Downloads: 1000000 + Customer Rating: (4.3 / 5) You may also like:How to add an app to the home screen on Android Each app from this list has Its own features will look harmoniously at the main screen of the mobile device. We've collected the apps that can surprise users. All of these programs
can be downloaded for free. And which widgets do these or other watch you like best? Most?
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